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Abstract
In this paper, we present work in progress towards the generation of a ground truth data set for High Dynamic
Range (HDR) stereo matching. The development and evaluation of novel stereo matching algorithms that are tai-
lored to the characteristics of HDR images would greatly benefit from the availability of such reference data. We
describe our laboratory setup and processing steps for acquiring multi-exposed stereo images along with a corre-
sponding reference disparity map computed by a structured light approach. We discuss the special requirements
and challenges which HDR test scenes impose on the computation of the reference disparities and show some
preliminary results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): High Dynamic Range Imaging, Stereo Matching,
Structured Light.

1. Introduction

Recent research in the joint area of High Dynamic
Range (HDR) imaging and stereo matching [TKS06, CL08,
SMW10, Ruf11, BLV∗12, SDBRC12, AYG13, RLIA13, SD-
BRC13,SDBRC14,BRG∗14] has demonstrated the need for
HDR stereo data sets in order to develop and evaluate novel
stereo matching approaches that are tailored to the pecu-
liarities of HDR images. To the authors’ knowledge, prac-
tically no HDR stereo data sets are currently publicly avail-
able. This is opposed to the rich amount of conventional -
that is, Low Dynamic Range (LDR) - stereo images that are
offered by various databases on the web. In particular, the
well-known Middlebury Stereo Vision Page† has boosted
stereo research in recent years by providing sets of stereo
data along with their corresponding ground truth disparities.
The disparity values denote the geometry-induced shift in
location between corresponding pixels in the left and right
stereo view and are inversely proportional to depth. An im-
portant requirement on such ground truth disparities is that
their accuracy exceeds that of the algorithms to be evaluated.
It is worth noting that the Middlebury data set includes also
stereo image pairs that were acquired with different expo-

† http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/data/

Figure 1: Scene capturing process. Top left: experimental
setup, top right: HDR image capturing, bottom left: example
of a horizontal Gray-code image, bottom right: example of a
vertical Gray-code image.

sures. However, their differences in exposure are too small
to cover a high dynamic range of illumination. Applying and
evaluating stereo matching on HDR scenes requires HDR
stereo image pairs as well as their matching ground truth
disparity map. We discuss the first steps towards this require-
ment in this paper.
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In the context of ongoing research towards the develop-
ment of HDR stereo matching algorithms [AYG13], we seek
to acquire a variety of HDR data sets along with correspond-
ing reference disparity maps that can serve as ground truth
for evaluating HDR stereo matching algorithms. When set-
ting up the test scenes, we pay special attention to including
scene characteristics that are representative of HDR scenes
(for example, highly saturated regions) as well as features
that are known to be challenging for stereo matching algo-
rithms (for example, lack of texture or slanted surfaces).

We use a structured light technique for our reference dis-
parity computation. In [SFPL10] a quantitative and qualita-
tive survey on different structured light approaches is carried
out. We follow the spatio-temporal Gray-code approach be-
cause (1) we prioritize accuracy over acquisition time, (2) we
only capture still scenes, and (3) the capturing method used
in the Middlebury data sets is well proven [SS03]. In this
paper, we explain our experimental hardware and software
setup (see Fig. 1, top left) for (1) the stereo HDR capturing
process (see Fig. 1, top right) and (2) the disparity map com-
putation process based on structured light (see Fig. 1, second
row). In Section 3 the preliminary calculated reference dis-
parity map for the HDR scene captured in Fig. 1 is shown
and discussed.

2. Overview of our approach

In this section, we explain our stereo HDR data captur-
ing and reference depth computation process following the
structured light technique described in [SS03] using Gray-
code patterns.

2.1. Stereo HDR image capturing

Our laboratory setup is shown in Fig. 1. The scenes are ar-
ranged on an optical table. For image capturing, we use a
Canon EOS 1D Mark III DSLR with a 28.1 x 18.7 mm sen-
sor capable of delivering RAW images of 3609x2699 pixel
size. The images were shot with a focal length between 45
mm and 60 mm. The camera is mounted on a 150 mm motor-
ized linear stage placed on one end of the table. We capture
both left and right views with the same camera using a con-
troller software. This configuration ensures that the intrinsic
camera parameters of our vision system remain identical in
all captures. We use several powerful direct light sources to
generate highly saturated regions in our images as shown in
the top right image of Fig. 1.

We acquire our stereo HDR data following the steps il-
lustrated in Fig. 2. We capture nine different exposures for
the left view, then using the controller software we move
the camera to capture the same scene with the same expo-
sures from the right point of view. The nine different ex-
posure times calculated in seconds are: 1/15s, 1/30s, 1/60s,
1/125s, 1/250s, 1/500s, 1/1000s, 1/2000s and 1/4000s. For
each exposure the left and right views are rectified [Bra00].

Rectify each exposure pair 

Capture multi-

exposed stereo 

data

HDR creationHDR creation

Figure 2: Stereo HDR capturing process.

If the images are rectified to an epipolar geometry with cor-
responding horizontal lines, a 1D search for stereo matching
can be performed, otherwise a 2D search is required. The
HDR image of each stereo view is computed using the cor-
responding multi-exposed rectified images for that view fol-
lowing the approach in [DM97]. Fig. 3 presents the stereo
HDR example as well as three of the nine captured exposures
for the left and right views. HDR stereo matching could now
be performed on the stereo HDR data to compute the dispar-
ity map of the HDR scene.

In view of HDR stereo matching, we seek to capture
scenes which are interesting from both the HDR and stereo
matching points of view. As mentioned before, we use an
optical table with a fixed 150 mm motorized rail to move
the camera. With this configuration we cannot achieve win-
dow scenes or sky HDR scenes in our current lab environ-
ment. To generate a variety of indoor HDR scenes, we use
different light sources and objects with different sizes, ma-
terial properties, and textures. Placing some objects close to
strong light source causes under-exposed areas behind them.
Capturing the light source as well as under-exposed regions
in one image enables us to reach a high dynamic range of lu-
minance. From the stereo matching point of view, we place
highly textured as well as low textured objects at different
distances from the camera to achieve variations in dispari-
ties. Some slanted objects such as the pillow in Fig. 3 will
make the stereo matching process more challenging, since
many stereo matching algorithms favor front-to-parallel sur-
faces [BRR11].
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Figure 3: Stereo HDR data set example. First row: left
and right views of an HDR pair (tone mapped using Drago
TMO [DMAC03] for better display) with a baseline of 150
mm and dynamic range of 8140:1. Second row: left view
in the highest, middle and lowest exposures (1/15s, 1/250s,
1/4000s). Third row: same as the second row for the right
view.

2.2. Reference disparity computation using structured
light

To generate the reference disparity maps, we use the struc-
tured light technique with Gray-codes as used for the Mid-
dleburry disparity map computation [SS03] described in Fig.
4. A Panasonic projector PT-AH1000AE is placed beside the
camera (see Fig. 1, top left). It is capable of projecting res-
olutions up to 1920x1080 pixels with a dynamic range of
500000:1. We also use a desktop PC to control the camera,
rail and projector during the capturing process. The projec-
tor is used to generate the binary Gray-code patterns that
contain black and white (on/off) pixel values.

The first step according to Fig. 4 is to capture all patterned
images for both views. To distinguish among n locations,
log2(n) patterns are required. Each pattern represents one bit
plane, and all log2(n) patterns together achieve one unique
coded value for each pixel. As described in [SS03], using
a projector resolution of 1024 x 768, 10 horizontal and 10
vertical patterns are sufficient to uniquely code each pixel
in the scene. This sums up to 40 patterned images, 20 for
each of the left and right views. To threshold the pixels more
reliably into on or off categories, patterns and their inverse
patterns are being used, which doubles the image numbers
into 80. For more accurate decoding, we capture the same
patterns with two different exposures, which results in 160
patterned images to be processed.

As in the stereo HDR capturing process, we first need to
rectify the corresponding left and right views for all patterns
and exposures [Bra00]. Using the decoded Gray-code pat-
terns, we assign a unique label to each pixel of the scene.
Corresponding pixels in the left and right view are found

using the unique codes at each pixel (in 1D search, since
images are rectified). The result of this correspondence pro-
cess is called view disparity. Using view disparities and
code labels, projection matrices for the illumination (pat-
tern) sources can be determined. Reprojecting the code la-
bels into the two view geometry results in illumination dis-
parities. By combining all disparities, a final accurate dis-
parity map is achieved. More details about the process can
be found in [SS03].
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Figure 4: Ground truth computation process [SS03].

2.3. Post processing

Once the disparity map has been computed as described in
2.2, appropriate post processing is required. It is suggested
in [SS03] to use some interpolation method to fill small holes
in the ground truth disparity while no solution for recover-
ing large holes is offered. Small holes are caused by noise
or wrongly matched pixels which are usually easy to repair
or fill in. Large holes appear in (1) areas that are shadowed
under all illumination patterns and (2) specular surfaces.

We apply the post processing in two separate phases to,
(1) fill small holes and (2) to cover big holes which are the
result of shadows in the scene. It should be noted that in
this context shadows refers to areas that do not receive any
projection pattern, and not to shadowing effects related to
other illumination sources, such as lamps, inside the HDR
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scene. The latter type of shadows, however, may pose prob-
lems in stereo matching due to poor texture and noise. All
holes have been marked as invalid disparities during a left-
right consistency check to be post processed later. We repair
invalid pixels by using their corresponding disparity value
in a morphologically closed version of the current disparity
map [Vin93]. Any other filtering method with the same pur-
pose could be used as well.

3. Results and discussion

First results of our processing are shown in Fig. 5. Areas
that are shadowed under all illuminated patterns create large
holes which cannot be easily removed or filled in. In the bot-
tom row of Fig. 1 a shadowed (non illuminated) area in the
top left corner of the scene is visible, which is caused by the
lamp. For better visibility, shadow regions are illustrated in
the fully illuminated (using projector) image shown in Fig.
5 (a). In these regions a lack of illumination codes caused
unknown disparity values (holes) in the disparity result (see
Fig. 5 (b)). At the moment, we manually mark these regions
and fill in the holes with values in the closest Euclidean dis-
tance. The final disparity map generated in the mentioned
way from the left point of view is shown in Fig. 5 (d). It
should be noted that this is just a preliminary result of our
ongoing research.

For comparing the calculated reference disparity of the
HDR scene to state of the art stereo matching results, we
show the disparity map achieved from the fast cost-volume
filtering approach [HRB∗13]. Fig. 5 (e) shows the disparity
calculated from the middle exposed stereo images and Fig.
5 (f) represents the disparity computed from the Drago tone
mapped [DMAC03] stereo pairs. It is visible that the dispar-
ity information gained from the structured light technique is
of better quality than the results of the stereo matching ap-
proach on LDR and tone mapped stereo images.

4. Conclusion and future work

As part of ongoing work towards the generation of stereo
HDR data sets and ground truth, we explained the hardware
setup and visualized the data set generation and disparity
computation approach step by step on an example scene. In
principle, the chosen structured light approach is capable of
delivering high-quality disparity maps that can be used as
reference for stereo matching. However, our HDR test scene
has also demonstrated the problem of missing disparity in-
formation caused by lamps placed in the scene foreground,
which block the light pattern emitted by the projector. Since
such light sources constitute an important component of
meaningful HDR indoor test scenes, suitable ways for allevi-
ating this problem (for example, by using a second structured
light projector) should be explored. As future work we plan
to generate more data sets with improved reference dispar-
ity maps and publish them to provide researchers involved
in the HDR stereo area with standard HDR stereo ground
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Figure 5: Reference disparity map computation. (a): Full
projected scene, with non-illuminated regions (shadows are
marked black) specified; (b): computed reference map before
manual post processing (shadow holes); (c): left LDR mid-
exposed image; (d): calculated reference disparity after post
processing; (e): LDR stereo matching result corresponding
to (c); (f): tone mapped stereo matching result correspond-
ing to top row of Fig. 3.

truth disparity maps to evaluate their methods. Changing the
hardware setup, we could also capture stereo HDR images
of sky scenes or window scenes.
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